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Abstract. In my view, the “verification problem” is the theorem proving problem, restricted
to a computational logic. My approach is: adopt a functional programming language, build
a general purpose formal reasoning engine around it, integrate it into a program and proof
development environment, and apply it to model and verify a wide variety of computing artifacts, usually modeled operationally within the functional programming language. Everything
done in this approach is software verification since the models are runnable programs in a
subset of an ANSI standard programming language (Common Lisp). But this approach is of
interest to proponents of other approaches (e.g., verification of procedural programs or synthesis) because of the nature of the mathematics of computing. I summarize the progress so
far using this approach, sketch the key research challenges ahead and describe my vision of
the role and shape of a useful verification system.
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Approach

The verification community seeks to build a system that can follow the reasoning of an average
human engaged in a creative, computational, problem solving task lasting months or years and
spanning an arbitrary set of application domains.
Now step back and reconsider what was just said: we seek to build a system that follows –
if not reconstructs or anticipates – the reasoning of an average human in an arbitrary, creative,
computational, problem solving task. This is the theorem proving problem, perhaps restricted to a
computational logic. We seek to build a system that reasons about computation.
I believe one is not likely to achieve a goal unless one identifies precisely what the goal is. My
goal is build a practical theorem prover for a computational logic. I believe that any attack on the
verification problem will fail unless theorem proving – machine assisted reasoning – is at its heart.
My1 approach to the “verification problem” is thus:
– Adopt a functional programming language so that programs are functions in a mathematical
theory. The particular language I use is the functional subset of the ANSI standard programming
language Common Lisp.
– The theory is described by a set of axioms and rules of inference, including well-founded induction
and a definitional principle that allows conservative introduction of new concepts.
– The theory is directly supported by an interactive theorem prover.
– The theorem prover employs heuristics and various decision procedures so that many “simple”
proofs can be found completely automatically.
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This vision is consistent with McCarthy’s, was developed by Boyer and me and then Kaufmann and me,
and probably describes the vision of verification as seen by most of the “Boyer-Moore” community. But
the community has not been consulted. So I use the first person pronoun here.
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– The theorem prover is designed to operate automatically once a conjecture is posed to it. Its
behavior is determined by previously proved theorems residing in its database. This addresses
three key problems:
• Since verifying functional correctness of interesting programs requires operation in an undecidable domain, provision for some user guidance is unavoidable. It should not be an
after-thought, nor should it force the user to eschew powerful automatic features.
• Using previously proved lemmas to guide the system encourages the user to think at the
high level, i.e., about concepts involved in the specification and their relationships. This also
encourages the creation of libraries of general concepts and lemmas.
• Automatic operation (with respect to previously proved theorems) facilitates proof maintenance: the task of verifying a system produced by making incremental modifications to a
previously verified one.
– The programming language and theorem prover are embedded in a program/proof development
environment in which prototyping, testing, and proving are seamlessly integrated. Like any
good programming environment, ours supports a rich collection of code/proof structuring tools
including name scopes, modules, libraries, etc., in which the work of many other developers can
be made available. The theory must support such tools formally.
– While everything proved in this system exemplifies software verification – the mathematical
language is an ANSI standard programming language – systems written in other languages may
be modeled and verified by using the system as a formal meta-language. This allows many
different languages to be related within a common framework.
– To demonstrate the practicality of a functional programming language the system should be
implemented in it.
– To keep the work focused on the goal, every opportunity should be taken to verify systems of
commercial (or at least, outside) interest.
A prototype of this vision of mechanized verification was first demonstrated by Boyer and Moore
in 1973 in what was called “The Edinburgh Pure Lisp Theorem Prover.” The demonstration has been
continuously improved and elaborated through a series of so-called “Boyer-Moore theorem provers,”
including Nqthm [8] and ACL2 (by Kaufmann and Moore, with early contributions by Boyer) [21].
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Progress So Far

Here is a chronology of work done by the Boyer-Moore community. This represents 35 years of
unbroken pursuit of the software verification grand challenge. This litany makes plausible the vision
I describe later.
– 1970–1979: fully automatic proof of insertion sort, including the permutation property, and
fully automatic proofs of many other theorems about Pure Lisp programs [3]; the correctness of
a McCarthy-Painter-like expression compiler, the soundness and completeness of a propositional
tautology checker, and the correctness of the Boyer-Moore fast string searching algorithm in
FORTRAN 77 [4]; proof of the correctness of a linear-time majority vote program written in
FORTRAN 77 [7]; proof that a “cruise control” program keeps a vehicle on course in a smoothly
varying cross-wind and homes to the course if the wind becomes steady [10]. During this period,
Boyer and Moore worked on the Software Implemented Fault Tolerance (SIFT) project [15] and
our attempts to formalize the BDX 930 to explain the mix of Pascal and machine code in that
system drove much of the subsequent improvement to the theorem prover.
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– 1980–1989: the invertibility of the RSA encryption algorithm [6]; the unsolvability of the halting
problem [5]; Gödel’s First Incompleteness Theorem [34]; the correctness of a gate-level microprocessor design [19]; the correctness of an operating system kernel [1]; the correctness of an
assembler, linker and loader for a stack based relocatable symbolic assembly language supporting Booleans, integer arithmetic, bit vectors, arrays, and recursive subroutine calls – the system
produced binary images for the microprocessor mentioned earlier and the proof guaranteed functional correctness of the binary images with respect to the machine code ISA [2]; the correctness
of a compiler from a subset of Pascal to the assembly code above and the verification of some
simple applications written in that language [38]; the correctness of a compiler from a subset of
Pure Lisp to the assembly code [14]; the composition of many of the above theorems to make
it possible to prove an application program correct with the high-level language semantics and
then derive in one step the correctness of its binary image under the gate-level semantics of the
microprocessor – – this is known as the verified stack of Computational Logic, Inc., and it was
completed and published in a special issue of the Journal of Automated Reasoning in 1989.
– 1990–1999: proof that an NDL netlist implements the machine code ISA of a 32-bit microprocessor and the fabrication of the microprocessor by LSI Logic [20]; porting the verified stack to
the fabricated machine by re-targeting and re-verifying the assembler [27]; verification that a
Nim-playing program plays winning Nim and the demonstration of this program on a fabricated,
verified microprocessor using the verified stack [37]; verification of 21 of the 22 routines in the
Berkeley Unix C String Library – performed by compiling the library with gcc -o to obtain
binary machine code for the Motorola 68020 and then verifying that with respect to a formal
operational semantics capturing 80% of the user-level 68020 instructions [11]; proof by the same
technique of a variety of other C programs, including the C code for binary search and Hoare’s in
situ Quick Sort from [24]; proof that the microarchitectural design of the Motorola CAP digital
signal processor (dsp) implements a certain microcode engine, including the verification that a
pipeline hazard detection algorithm was sufficient to insure bit- and cycle-accurate equivalence
of the two models [12]; use of the formal dsp microcode engine as a simulator for the microarchitecture, because the formal microcode model was three times faster than Motorola’s SPW model
of the microarchitecture [12]; proof of several dsp microcode programs written by Motorola [12,
13]; proof that the microcode for the AMD K5 correctly implemented IEEE floating point division – carried out before the K5 was fabricated [29]; proof that all elementary floating point
on the AMD Athlon was correctly implemented in RTL (a variant of Verilog)[32]; proof of the
soundness of a Lisp program that checks the proofs produced by the Ivy theorem prover from
Argonne National Labs – Ivy proofs may thus be generated by unverified code but confirmed to
be proofs by a verified Lisp function [26]; proof that a security model of the IBM 4758 secure coprocessor satisfied properties required for FIPS 140-1 Level Four certification [35]; development
and production use of a formal model at Rockwell Collins as the microarchitectural simulator
for the first silicon-implemented JVM (the design became the JEM1 of aJile Systems, Inc.) [18]
– the formal simulator runs at 90% of the speed of a comparable simulator written in C.
– 2000–2005: proofs of properties of components of the AMD Opteron and other processors
[private communication]; proof of the soundness and completeness of a Lisp implementation of a
BDD package that achieves runtime speeds of about 60% those of the CUDD package (however,
unlike CUDD, the verified package does not support dynamic variable reordering and is thus
more limited in scope) [36]; proof of correctness of the algorithms used for floating point division
and square root on the IBM Power 4 [33]; proof of instruction equivalence between different
implementations of a commercial microprocessor [16]; proof that microcode for the Rockwell
Collins AAMP7 implements a given security policy having to do with process separation [17];
verification that the JVM bytecode produced by the Sun compiler javac on certain simple
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Java classes implements the claimed functionality [28], including verification of a small class
file that spawns an unbounded number of non-terminating threads in contention for a common
data structure [30]; verification of certain properties of the Sun bytecode verifier as described
in JSR-139 for J2ME JVMs [25] (part of an ongoing effort to verify the runtime safety of the
JVM).
Many other applications are available at [22].
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Research Challenges and Milestones

Kaufmann and I describe the our research challenges in [23]. These include the mechanized invention
of lemmas and new concepts, including the discovery of inductive invariants (perhaps by augmenting
a user supplied core invariant); the use of examples and counterexamples to guide search and concept
and conjecture formation; analogy, learning and data mining in theorem proving; the adoption of an
open architecture for a theorem prover allowing it to build on other work and to be tailored by the
user in a sound way; support for parallel and collaborative theorem proving projects; an empowering
interactive user interface supporting, among other things, interactive steering of an ongoing proof
attempt; training people to use these tools; the construction of a useful and verified theorem prover
hosted on a verified platform.
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Discussion and Speculation

While I strongly advocate and actively work on the integration of decision procedures and static
analyzers into mechanized theorem provers to ease the burden of proof, I do not believe they are
the breakthroughs needed to make software verification palatable to the masses. I do not believe
software verification will ever be palatable to the masses (until the AI challenge is solved).
I believe that mechanized verification of the functional correctness of software crucially depends
upon the designer or some other human annotating the code to explain the intention of important
routines or blocks. This will not happen until programmers and their masters stop measuring productivity in lines-of-code per day and start insisting on functional correctness as a deliverable. This
will probably never be commonplace because most software is non-critical.
Nevertheless, for critical applications the software industry ought to have a way to check the
correctness of its products.
What follows is my own speculation as to the verification system of the future. The references
below point to closely related work mentioned above. Scrutiny of those references will support my
conviction that this proposal is plausible.
The necessary tool suite will have to be tightly integrated with several programming languages
to provide the necessary assurance, runtime efficiency and proof power. Code portability will be
provided by a virtual machine (VM). Two levels of programming language are provided. The highlevel language will be a functional one – and that same language will be the mathematical language in
which proofs are conducted. [The entire Boyer-Moore project supports the conclusion that adequate
speed can be obtained via a functional language while providing a unified framework for machineaided reasoning.] A verified compiler will map that language into the low level language, which will
be the assembly code of the VM [27, 14]. The formal semantics of the VM are given operationally in
the logic [25]. Thus, VM code can be verified, using the techniques of [31] to mix inductive assertionstyle proofs with direct proofs. Special static analyzers, especially something akin to escape analysis
or the restrictions enforced by ACL2 on single-threaded objects [9] (ACL2’s version of monads), will
allow the mixture of functional high-level programs with occasional calls to VM code for efficiency.
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The entire programming environment is integrated into a theorem proving environment [21]. This
keeps the user focused on the obligation to deliver correct code and eliminates cognitive dissonance.
The theorem prover will make our current systems seem weak and rigid. It will: be fully automatic
but steered by context; provide visualization and animation of the proof search process so the user
understands what is happening; be capable of using a vast database of examples to guide search,
concept formation, and conjecturing; and be parallelized so that multiple strategies can be pursued
simultaneously.
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Summary

I believe the “verification problem” is the theorem proving problem, restricted to a computational
logic. Are we likely to build a system that follows and reconstructs human reasoning if we adopt a
lesser goal?
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